DGR2018 GLOBAL
VIDEOGRAPHER GUIDELINES

Thank you for your support in capturing your local Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride.
It is our goal to include as many of the local events as possible within the 2018 global wrap up video. In order to do so we
require supplied footage to maintain the highest of standards that we have set out below with a delivery date no later than
midnight Thursday 4th October, AEST
Final files with only the best shots will be required at no more than 30 seconds in total length to ensure the maximum file
size is no larger than 150MB.
All final files need to be uploaded to the DGR dropbox account by following this link or via WeTransfer to video@
gentlemansride.com
Footage that does not meet the requirements will not be utilised within the final edit. We do our best to feature as many
cities & videos as possible however can’t guarantee that your video will be featured.
FOOTAGE SHOULD CONTAINING THE FOLLOWING:
- Meet up
- Ride (footage must not contain bikes performing dangerous riding)
- Local sights and iconic locations
- Happy participants smiling and enjoying and interacting at the event
- Group riding
- Bikes that fit within the style guide (shots with bikes outside of the style guide will not be utilised)
- End/Party
- Sponsors
REFERENCE FOOTAGE:
- DGR 2017 Global Wrap Up Video - View Video
CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS:
- 4K Preferred (If you have 4K on your camera, use it) - 4K 25fps - 100fps
- HD 1080P - 1920:1080 25fps or 50fps
- NO 720P
- If GoPro, must be a dynamic shot (can’t be all GoPro shots)
- Drones accepted at 4K resolution only (must not fly close and/or directly above riders or spectators)
*Please respect drone aviation law in your country
EDIT SPECIFICATIONS:
- FILE NAME: DGR18 ‘Country’ ‘City’
- Maximum of 10-30 seconds of great footage of the local event - 3 seconds minimum per shot
- Total file size less than 150MB
- NO COLOUR GRADING
- NO ANIMATIONS
- NO LOGOS, WATERMARKS or TITLES
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FILE DELIVERY:
- Dropbox - Upload the final file to a Dropbox account by midnight Thursday 4th October, AEST to this link - https://www.
dropbox.com/request/HoTntIt9QEC2lMFdufGW
- WeTransfer - Upload the final file to WeTransfer and have it sent to video@gentlemansride.com
IF YOU WISH TO BE CREDITED PLEASE SEND AN EMAIL TO VIDEO@GENTLEMANSRIDE.COM AFTER YOU
HAVE UPLOADED OR SENT YOUR FILE AND INCLUDE:
- Name
- Company (if applicable)
- Ride City
- Ride Country
- Email
- Website
- Social Media Link
EXPORT (FINAL CUT)
- 1080p
- 1920:1080
- 1.0 square pixel
- 2 pass
- Target 30mbs - Max 90mbs
4K
- 4096:2304 or 3840:2160 - 1.0 square pixel
- 2 pass
- Target 60mbs
- Max 180mbs
EXPORT (PREMIER PRO CC):
- Master file
- Computer
- H264 better quality
- HD 1920:1080
- 4K 4096:2304 or 3840:2160
Happy Shooting!
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